Model-free reinforcement learning relies heavily on a safe yet exploratory policy search. Proximal policy optimization (PPO) is a prominent algorithm to address the safe search problem, by exploiting a heuristic clipping mechanism motivated by a theoretically-justified "trust region" guidance. However, we found that the clipping mechanism of PPO could lead to a lack of exploration issue. Based on this finding, we improve the original PPO with an adaptive clipping mechanism guided by a "trust region" criterion. Our method, termed as Trust Region-Guided PPO (TRPPO), improves PPO with more exploration and better sample efficiency, while maintains the safe search property and design simplicity of PPO. On several benchmark tasks, TRPPO significantly outperforms the original PPO and is competitive with several stateof-the-art methods.
Introduction
Deep model-free reinforcement learning has achieved great successes in recent years, notably in video games (Mnih et al., 2015) , board games (Silver et al., 2017) , robotics , and challenging control tasks Duan et al., 2016) . Policy gradient (PG) methods are useful model-free policy search algorithms, which update the policy by using an estimator of the gradient of the expected return obtained from the samples collected from a behavior policy (Peters & Schaal, 2008) . One challenge for PG methods is the safe search problem: excessively updating policy using samples of behavior policy could make it stray too far from the behavior one, which may result in the degradation (Kakade & Langford, 2002; Schulman et al., 2015) . Thus proper steps should be taken to ensure safe search. Another major challenge is the lack of exploration issue: the stochastic policy typically becomes progressively less random, as the gradient obtained from existing returns encourages it to exploit rewards that it has already found. Such issue turns out to dramatically increase sample complexity and make the policy get trapped in local optima.
Trust region policy optimization (TRPO) addressed the safe search problem by imposing a theoretically-justified trust region constraint, i.e., KL divergence between the old policy and the new one on each state (Schulman et al., 2015) . However, the complicated second-order optimization method of TRPO makes it troublesome when extending to complex network architectures that include parameter sharing and noise. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) was proposed to address this issue using only first-order optimization . It follows the "trust region" idea by heuristically clipping the ratio between new policy and the behavior one when it is out of a clipping range. PPO adopts a constant clipping mechanism, namely, the clipping range on each state-action is kept the same.
However, there is a gap between the heuristic constant clipping mechanism in PPO and the theory-justified trust region constraint. As we will show, the constant clipping mechanism of PPO could result in an over-conservative trust region constraint, which would limit its sample efficiency. Besides, we found that the constant clipping mechanism potentially makes the policy progressively stop exploring even the current policy is local optima.
In this paper, we focus on these issues of PPO and propose a new policy optimization method, named Trust RegionGuided PPO (TRPPO). TRPPO adaptively enlarges the clipping range on each state-action guided by a trust region criterion. It allows much larger improvement of policy within the trust region, thus is significantly more sample efficient. Besides, TRPPO encourage the policy to explore behaviors which are more valuable but less likely to be chosen, enhancing its capability of exploration. Meanwhile, TRPPO maintains safe search property and the design simplicity of PPO. We also reveal a theoretical connection between the clipping mechanism and the trust region constraint. Based on this insight, we show that our TRPPO achieves better empirical performance bound compared to PPO. On several benchmark tasks, TRPPO significantly outperforms the original PPO and is competitive with several state-of-the-art methods. Source code is available at arXiv:1901.10314v1 [cs. LG] 29 Jan 2019
Trust Region-Guided Proximal Policy Optimization https://github.com/wangyuhuix/TRPPO.
Related Work
Many researchers have tried to improve PPO from different perspectives. Hämäläinen et al. (2018) proposed a method to improve exploration behavior with evolution strategies. Chen et al. (2018) also presented a so-called "adaptive clipping mechanism" for PPO. Their method adaptively adjusts the scale of policy gradient according to the significance of state-action. They did not make any alteration on the clipping mechanism of PPO, while our method adopts a newly adaptive clipping mechanism. Ilyas et al. (2018) performed a fine-grained examination to evaluate the performance of PPO empirically. They found that the optimization tricks used in PPO are important to its success.
Several methods have been proposed to improve exploration in recent research. Osband et al. (2016) tried to conduct consistent exploration using posterior sampling method. Fortunato et al. (2018) presented a method named NoisyNet to improve exploration by generating perturbations of the network weights. Another popular algorithm is the soft actor-critic method (SAC) (Haarnoja et al., 2018) , which maximizes expected reward and entropy simultaneously.
Preliminaries
We begin by introducing notation relevant to our setting. Consider a Markov Decision Processes (MDP) described by the tuple M = (S, A, T , c, ρ 1 , γ). S and A are the state space and action space; T : S × A × S → R is the transition probability distribution; c : S × A → R is the reward function; ρ 1 is the distribution of the initial state s 1 , and γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor. The return is the accumulated discounted reward from timestep t onwards,
The performance of π is defined as
where
is the density function of state at time t. Policy gradients methods (Sutton et al., 2000) update the policy by the following surrogate performance objective,
where r π (s, a) = π(a|s)/π (a|s) is the probability ratio between new policy π and old policy π . Kakade & Langford (2002) and Schulman et al. (2015) stated that excessively optimizing the policy by (2) without constraint may lead to a worse policy. Schulman et al. derived the following performance bound:
We call max s∈S D s KL (π , π) the maximum KL divergence between old policy π and new policy π. When π strays away from the old policy π , the KL divergence would be large and M π (π) would be small, accordingly nondecreasing of η(π) is not guaranteed. However, maximizing M π (π) leads to a guaranteed performance improvement of policy π. To take larger steps in a robust way, TRPO imposed a constraint on the KL divergence:
Constraint (6) is called the trust region constraint.
The Issue of Clipping Mechanism of PPO
In this section will first give a brief review of PPO, and then show how does the setting of clipping mechanism of PPO cause a lack of exploration problem.
PPO heuristically approximate the "trust region" idea by clipping the probability ratio r π (s, a) = π(a|s)/π (a|s) when it is out of a range. We consider a more general form of PPO:
where s t ∼ ρ π , a t ∼ π (·|s t ) are the sampled states and actions; A t is the estimated advantage value of A π (s t , a t ); l st,at ∈ (0, 1) and u st,at ∈ (1, +∞) are called the lower and upper clipping range on (s t , a t ). The original PPO adopted a constant setting of clipping mechanism, i.e., l st,at = 1 − , u st,at = 1 + for all s t and a t . We found that the constant clipping mechanism potentially makes the policy progressively stop exploring even the current policy is local optima. To see that, we give our illustration below. Reward Function PDF of Policy π Figure 1 : The probability density function (PDF) of policy during the training process of PPO (orange solid curve) and reward function of the bandit problem (black dashed curve).
The clipping term clip(r π (a t |s t ), l st,at , u st,at ) could be rewritten as
where π − (a t |s t ) = −π (a t |s t )(1−l st,at ) and π + (a t |s t ) = π (a t |s t )(u st,at − 1). Note that π is initialized with π . When we use a policy π θ parametrized by θ, the gradient w.r.t. θ would be zero once the variation π θ (a t |s t ) − π θ (a t |s t ) is out of (π − (a t |s t ), π + (a t |s t )). Thus we call (π − (a t |s t ), π + (a t |s t )) the feasible variation range of π(a t |s t ). Note that the clipping range is for restricting the probability ratio π(a t |s t )/π (a t |s t ), while the feasible variation range is for restricting probability variation π(a t |s t ) − π (a t |s t ).
For PPO, in which l st,at = 1 − , u st,at = 1 + , the feasible variation range at π(a t |s t ) is (−π (a t |s t ) , π (a t |s t ) ). Obviously, in PPO, the feasible variation range (−π (a t |s t ) , π (a t |s t ) ) is in proportion to π (a t |s t ), which is the likelihood of the action a t to be sampled by policy π under state s t .
Consider a continuous-armed bandit problem (Agrawal, 1995) , which is a special case of MDP with no state transitions and continuous action space. The reward function is defined as Action 1 a 2 2.5 a 4 otherwise Reward 0.5 1 0 Fig. 1 shows the plot of reward function (dashed curve). Let a subopt ∈ [1, 2] denote any sub-optimal action which corresponds to the second-highest reward; and let a opt ∈ [2.5, 4] denote any optimal action which corresponds to the highest reward. It is standard to represent the stochastic policy by a Gaussian distribution (Williams, 1992; , i.e., π(a) = N (a|µ, σ 2 ), where µ and σ are the parameters.
In the training process of PPO, when the policy enters into a locally optimal one, in which π (a subopt ) is much larger than π (a opt ) (see Fig. 1 (b) ). The constant clipping mechanism can lead to larger feasible variation range of π(a subopt ) compared to that of π(a opt ). This could result in a growing reinforcement of π(a subopt ), which accordingly leads to a diminishment of π(a opt ). In this way, the policy becomes progressively less likely to explore more valuable actions and is trapped in local optima, that is, with probability one the policy outputs a sub-optimal action a subopt , as Fig. 1 (c) shows. The empirical results of this example in section 6.1 are consistent with our analysis.
In summary, the constant clipping mechanism results in unfairly strict restrictions on the behaviors which are less likely to be chosen, leading to the lack of exploration issue. While relaxing restrictions on specific behaviors could relieve this problem, it may violate constraints for safe search if implemented improperly.
Method

Trust Region-Guided PPO
We wish to modify PPO to improve exploration while maintaining safe search. Specifically, our idea is to adaptively adjust the clipping range for each state-action pair to achieve the following two objectives: (i) the new setting could relax the restrictions on behaviors which are less likely to be chosen, which could aid exploration. (ii) the new setting of clipping mechanism could produce an equal effect of trust region constraint, compared to original PPO, which could maintain safe search. Our proposed method, Trust RegionGuided PPO (TRPPO), constructs these objectives by adaptively setting clipping ranges (l st,at , u st,at ) in Eq. (7) to be
As these equations imply, in TRPPO, the upper clipping ranges are set to be the largest probability ratio that the new policy could achieve within the trust region, while lower clipping ranges are set to be the smallest one. We will show how could TRPPO achieve the objective (i) and (ii) in the following two sections. Now let us first describe the method for computation of the adaptive clipping range of TRPPO.
For discrete action space, by using the KKT conditions, the problem (9) is transformed into solving the following equation w.r.t l δ st,at .
In fact, this equation has two solutions, one is for l δ st,at which is within (0, 1), and another one is for u δ st,at which is within (1, +∞) . We use MINPACK's HYBRD and HYBRJ routines (Powell, 1970) as the solver.
For continuous action space tasks, it is standard to represent the stochastic policy by a parameterized conditional Gaussian distribution (Williams, 1992; (9) is formalized as an optimization problem of two Gaussian distributions. Given (s t , a t ),
, where θ is the parameter of old policy π , the computation of l δ st,at in (9) is formalized as the following optimization problem:
is a positive semi-definite matrix, D = dim(A) is the dimension of action space. By restricting Σ to be a diagonal matrix, i.e., all action dimensions are assumed to be mutually independent, which is commonly used in RL algorithms (Duan et al., 2016; , the problem (12) is approximated by following,
is the decomposition matrix of Σ , i.e., Σ =Σ Σ . The optimization objective for u δ st,at is the maximization case of the problem (13). We obtain solutions by solving the KKT conditions of these problems. The derivation and solving detail is provided in Appendix B.
By using the MINPACK's HYBRD and HYBRJ routines, the time complexity for (12) is O(T ID
3 ), where I is the number of iterations of the solver and T is the number of state-action pairs. While that for (13) is O(T I) since its two variables are one-dimensional.
However, solving the problem (11) and (13) are still costly since there are large amounts of state action pairs. We use a DNN to output the optimal clipping range for each stateaction directly. Note that the solution in (11) only depends on the one-dimensional constant π (a t |s t ) and δ, while that of (13) only depends on one-dimensional constantȧ t and δ/D. Thus we don't need to prepare large numbers of training data. We sample finite constants of the optimization problem and obtain solutions from the solver. Then these data are used to train the DNN. Note that we only need to train one DNN for all discrete action space tasks and one DNN for all continuous action space tasks. This approach can significantly accelerate the procedure of computing the adaptive clipping range. See Appendix B.3 for the detail of computation efficiency comparison.
Improving Exploration
As discusses in Section 4, by relaxing restrictions on behaviors which are less likely to be chosen, the policy could be encouraged to explore potentially more valuable behaviors. TRPPO achieves that by enlarging the clipping ranges on state-action which is less likely to be chosen by the old policy π . To see this, we investigate how does (l δ st,at , u δ st,at ) vary as π (a t |s t ) changes. For TRPPO, by Eq. (11), we can get that: Theorem 2. For TRPPO in discrete action space, given any δ > 0, we have du 
We provide all the proofs in Appendix C. This theorem implies that as π (a t |s t ) gets closer to zero the upper clipping range increases while the lower one decreases. Fig. 2(a) shows the clipping range of TRPPO (blue curve) and PPO (orange curve) under different π (a t |s t ) for discrete action space, while that for continuous action space is shown in Appendix A. In addition, we investigate the feasible variation range of π(a t |s t ) under different π (a t |s t ). As Eq. (8) indicates, the feasible variation range is computed by −π (a t |s t )(1 − l δ st,at ) and π (a t |s t )(u δ st,at − 1). As Fig. 2(b) shows, in TRPPO (blue curve), the feasible variation range gets smaller as π (a t |s t ) approaches one. This derives a mechanism of preventing the policy from being deterministic, which encourages the policy to act with more exploration.
Maintaining Safe Search
In this section, we analyze how could TRPPO improve exploration while maintaining safe search, compared to PPO. We refer safe search to that the algorithm could give monotonic improvement. TRPO achieves this by enforcing a theoretically-justified constraint on KL divergence, which provides explicitly performance bound. While PPO heuristically adopts the clipping mechanism as a replacement. However, there is a gap between these two methods. In this section, we first analyze the influence of clipping range on KL divergence. Based on that, we will show our TRPPO could produce an equal effect on constraining the KL divergence while has better empirical performance bound compared to PPO.
THE INFLUENCE OF CLIPPING RANGE ON KL DIVERGENCE
To investigate the influence of clipping range on KL divergence, we measure the KL divergence between the old policy and the optimal policy of objective function of PPO, under the setting of a given clipping range. Formally,
, π ) denote the constants in objective function of general PPO ( see Eq. (7)), where we make an additional assumption that s i = s j for all i = j 1 ; and let Π * C denote the set containing all optimal solutions in maximization problem of (7) with C. We measure
. First, we give the form of the optimal solutions in Π * C .
This lemma implies that the probability ratio of the optimal policy of Eq. 7 are not strictly restricted to be within the clipping range. Accordingly, we have max π∈Π * C D st KL (π , π) = +∞ for all s t . The following discussion mainly focuses on the measurement of
If
Then we can get the KL divergence of the optimal solution on each state: If A t < 0, (16) and Eq. (17) have just the same form w.r.t. l st,at and u st,at respectively. In fact, since l st,at ∈ (0, 1) and u st,at ∈ (1, +∞), the monotonicity w.r.t. l st,at and u st,at on these two intervals are different, and we obtain the correlation between clipping range and KL divergence.
This theorem implies that, if we keep π (a t |s t ) constant, larger u st,at and lower l st,at result in larger KL divergence on s t . Besides, if we keep l st,at and u st,at constant, larger π (a t |s t ) leads to larger KL divergence on s t .
COMPARISON OF PPO AND TRPPO
We will show that TRPPO could set larger clipping ranges while producing an equal effect on constraining the maxi-mum KL divergence over sampled states, compared to PPO.
, π ) and let π * CPPO denote the corresponding optimal solution by Definition 1.
For TRPPO, let
, π ) and let π * CTRPPO denote the corresponding optimal solution by Definition 1.
We first introduce an empirical lower bound of performance, which is an empirical version of Eq. (3) in Theorem 1.
is the estimated performance of π . This objective function is also called the surrogate objective with KL penalty in Schulman et al. (2017) . To analyze TRPPO and PPO in a comparable way, we set their KL divergences in an equal level and compare their clipping ranges and the empirical lower bound of performance.
and
with parameter δ.
there exists at least one (s t , a t ) that satisfies π (a t |s t ) = max t:At<0 π (at|st) and π (a t |s t ) = max
. Conclusion (i) implies that TRPPO could enlarge the clipping ranges and accordingly allow larger improvement of policy compared to PPO. Thus TRPPO could be more sample efficient. Meanwhile the maximum KL divergence is retained, as (ii) implies. Thus we argue that PPO is overconservative, since we could relax the constraints on probability ratio while producing an equal effect of trust region constraint. Conclusion (iii) implies that the optimal solution of TRPPO has better empirical performance bound compared to that of PPO. (16) and (17), we set δ = max(δ + , δ − ), where
π (a t |s t ). Thus we could tune to get different setting of hyperparameter δ of TRPPO. We call this method TRPPO-.
Experiment
We conducted experiments to answer the following questions: (1) Does PPO suffer from the lack of exploration issue and could our TRPPO relieve it? (2) Could our TRPPO method improve sample efficiency compared to PPO? (3) Could our TRPPO method maintain safe search compared to PPO? To answer these questions, we first evaluate the algorithms on two simple bandit problems and then compare them on high-dimensional benchmark tasks.
Didactic Example: Bandit Problems
In order to verify that PPO suffers from the lack of exploration issue and that our TRPPO method could relieve this problem, we evaluate algorithms on the bandit problems with continuous and discrete action space. The continuous-armed bandit problem is defined in section 4. For the discrete-armed bandit problem, the action space is A = {a subopt , a opt , a worst } and the reward function c is defined as c(a subopt ) = 0.5, c(a opt ) = 1, c(a worst ) = −50. We use Gibbs policy π(a) ∝ exp(θ a ), where θ is the parameter initialized with θ a ∼ N (0, 1). For TRPPO we use δ = 0.03, while for PPO we use = 0.2. We also consider the vanilla policy gradient (vanilla PG) method as a comparison. Each algorithm was run for 1000 iterations with 10 random seeds. Fig. 3 shows the performance during the training process. PPO gets trapped in local optima at a rate of 40% and 20% of all the trials on discrete and continuous cases respectively, while our TRPPO could find the optimal solution on all trials. In discrete-armed bandit problem, we find that when the policy is initialized with a locally optimal one, PPO could easily get trapped in that one. Notably, since vanilla PG could also find the optimal one, we conjecture that the lack of exploration issue of PPO mainly derives from the constant clipping mechanism. These results are consistent with our analysis in section 4. The performance on discrete and continuousarmed bandit problems during the training process averaged over 10 random seeds. PPO (orange curve) performs susceptible to get trapped in local optima, while TRPPO (black curve) could always find the optimal policy. 
Evaluation on Benchmark Tasks
We evaluate algorithms on continuous and discrete control benchmark tasks implemented in OpenAI Gym (Brockman et al., 2016) , simulated by MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012) and Arcade Learning Environment (Bellemare et al., 2013) . For continuous control tasks, we evaluate algorithms on 8 benchmark tasks (including a challenging high-dimensional Humanoid locomotion task). All tasks were run with 1 million timesteps except for the Humanoid task was 20 million timesteps. Each algorithm was run with 4 random seeds. The experiments on discrete control tasks is detailed in Appendix E.
The following algorithms were consider in the comparison.
(a) TRPPO-δ: our method by tuning δ. We set δ = 0.03 for all tasks (except for the high-dimensional Humanoid task we use δ = 0.003). (b) TRPPO-: our method by tuning . We set = 0.2, same as PPO. (c) PPO: the original PPO algorithm. We used = 0.2, which is recommended by Both TRPPO and PPO adopt exactly same implementations and hyperparameters given in except that the adaptive clipping range. This ensures that the differences are due to algorithm changes instead of implementations or hyperparameters. For A2C, we retain all other components of PPO but only remove the clipping mechanism. For ACKTR, we adopt the implementations and hyperparameters in .
Sample Efficiency: Table 1 (a) shows the episodes required by algorithms to hit a prescribed threshold within 1 million timesteps and Figure 4 shows episode rewards during the training process. The thresholds for all tasks were chosen according to . As can be seen in Table 1 , both two variants of TRPPO reaches the threshold in quite less episode on most tasks except Humanoid. Notably, on Swimmer and Walker2d, the averaged required episodes of TRPPO -δ were more than two times better than PPO. This is because our TRPPO allows larger improvement of policy within the same trust region constraint compared to PPO.
Performance/Exploration: We evaluate the performance of policy and the policy entropy during the training process. The policy entropy could reflect the level of exploration. We additionally evaluate the performance of a deterministic version of the trained policy. Walker2d-v2 TRPPO-PPO Figure 5 : The policy entropy of TRPPO and PPO during the training process averaged over 4 random seeds. TRPPO (black curve) has higher policy entropy than PPO (orange curve). As shown in Figure 5 , the policy entropy of TRPPO-is obviously higher than PPO. This means that our TRPPO method could maintain a level of entropy and encourage the policy to explore the environment more sufficiently.
For the deterministic policy, we use the mean part output by Gaussian policy as the executive action. Table 2 shows the rewards of stochastic policy and deterministic policy trained by TRPPO-and PPO. As can be seen, stochastic policies of these two algorithms are comparable on most of the tasks. But for the deterministic version, TRPPOsignificantly outperforms PPO. A particularly notable case is InvertedPendulum-v2, our TRPPO-method achieves full mark on all ten episodes, while PPO fails to achieve that on about 1/4 trials. Another interesting case is the Humanoid task, on which TRPPO-performs worse than PPO with the stochastic policy, but it acts better with the deterministic version. These results show that our TRPPO method can find a better solution than the original PPO does.
Safe Search: We evaluate the maximum KL divergence over all sampled states at each update iteration during the training process. The KL divergence is computed between old policy and the new policy at the end of each iteration. As can be seen in Figure 6 , the maximum KL divergence of TRPPO-and PPO are very close. These results show that our TRPPO method could enlarge the clipping ranges while producing an equal effect of trust region constraint.
In addition, to see the effect of simply enlarging clipping range, we evaluate PPO with larger clipping range where = 0.6, denote as PPO--0.6. As Figure 6 shows, PPO--0.6 (red curve) has much larger maximum KL divergence than the default PPO. And it fails on most tasks as visualized in Figure 4 . Thus we can know that the clipping mechanism does play an important role in constraining policy within the trust region.
Conclusion
The well-known PPO algorithm adopts a constant clipping mechanism as a replacement for the relatively complicated trust region-based scheme (Schulman et al., 2015) . Despite its effectiveness, this mechanism somehow lacks theoretical justification and is prone to reducing the randomness of the policy too quickly and converging to bad local optima. To our knowledge, this is the first work to reveal the correlation existed between the clipping mechanism and the trust region constraint. Based on this observation, we proposed a novel policy optimization method, named TRPPO, which adaptively adjusts the clipping range within the trust region. We formally show that this method not only helps to make more exploration within the trust region but enjoys a better performance bound compared to the original PPO as well. Extensive experiments verify the advantage of the proposed method.
While recent works devoted to introducing inductive bias to guide the policy behavior, e.g., maximum entropy learning (Ziebart et al., 2010; Haarnoja et al., 2017) , curiosity-driven method (Pathak et al., 2017) . In this sense, our adaptive clipping mechanism is a novel alternative approach to incorporate prior knowledge to achieve fast and stable policy learning. We hope it will inspire future work on designing more useful settings of the clipping mechanism to guide efficient behavior of policy. In this section, we show how does TRPPO perform in continuous action space. Fig. 1 shows the clipping ranges for different actions in continuous action space, where dim(A) = 1. The old policy is π (a) = N (a|0, 1) (black curve). Note that the probability π (a) goes smaller as a is away from zero which the mode of the Gaussian distribution. As the figure shows, in continuous action space, our TRPPO method sets larger clipping range for action which is less likely to be chosen, while PPO sets a constant clipping range under all actions. Fig. 2 shows the training process of TRPPO on the continuousarmed bandit problem. When the policy enters into a locally optimal one, the corresponding feasible variation range of π(a opt ) is close to that of π(a subopt ) in TRPPO, as Fig. 2  (b) shows. Note that the advantage value at a opt is larger than that at a subopt . This could result in a growing reinforcement of π(a opt ), which accordingly leads to a diminishment of π(a subopt ). In this way, the policy jumps out of the local optima and converges to the optimal policy, as Fig. 2 (c) shows. Reward Function PDF of Policy π Figure 2 : The probability density function (PDF) of policy during the training process of TRPPO (orange solid curve) and reward function of the bandit problem (black dashed curve).
B Computation of Adaptive Clipping Range
In this section, we detail the method for adaptive clipping range computation, which is formalized as the following problem.
To be abbreviated, we describe the approach for minimization case under discrete and continuous action space respectively, while that for the maximization case is similar.
B.1 Discrete Action Space
For discrete action space tasks, it is standard to use a DNN with softmax output layer to represent the policy, i.e., π(a|s
is the parameter of categorical distribution on state s and the subscript a denote the a-th entry of the vector. The optimal clipping range should be computed should be independent of special parametrization of f p θ . Thus the problem is formalized as an optimization problem of two Categorical distributions. Given s t and a t , let p = f p θ (s t ), where θ is the parameter of old policy π , the computation of l δ st,at in (1) is formalized as the following optimization problem:
While the optimization problem for u δ st,at is the maximization case of problem (3). Let λ and ν be the Lagrangian multipliers.
By the conditions above, this problem is transformed into solving the following equation w.r.t. p at .
In fact, there are two groups of solution for (5), where p at /p at < 1 is the one for the minimization case, while p at /p at > 1 is the one for the maximization case.
B.2 Continuous Action Space
For continuous action space tasks, it is standard to represent the stochastic policy by a parameterized conditional Gaussian distribution [3, 2] , i.e., π(a|s) = N (a|f (1) is formalized as the following optimization problem:
is a positive semi-definite matrix, D = dim(A) is the dimension of action space. The objective function is log of the ratio π. The covariance matrix could be decomposed by Σ =Σ Σ , and we introduce a rotation matrix R ∈ R D×D (which has R R = R −1 R = I).
Second, by replacing µ with RΣ µ + µ , and Σ with R −1Σ ΣΣ R −1
, we could transform the problem to
whereā t = R (µ − a t )Σ −1 .
Next, we constrain the covariance matrix Σ to be diagonal. The final result is sub-optima compared to the original problem. However, we don't require accurate clipping bound when optimizing policy. Another reason is that in practice the diagonal Gaussian policy is widely used in RL realizations. Table 1 : Input and output of the DNN for solving problems. For discrete action space, we sample 1000 p a . For continuous action space, we sample 1000ȧ and 1000 δ/D (note we take δ/D as an entity). We solve these problems and obtain the corresponding solutions, and these data are used to train our DNN.
Then (7) is equivalent to the following problem.
, which means that all entries ofā t are equal. Let λ be the Lagrangian multiplier, by appling the KKD condition,
By the equations above, we could easily know that µ d and σ d are equal for all d. Thus the problem could collapse to the following problem,
. Until now, the original D-dimensional optimization problem is transformed to a 1-dimensional optimization problem. By the KKT conditions above, we could obtain the following equations w.r.t. µ, σ and λ.
Whenȧ t = 0, the problem is transformed into solving the following equations w.r.t. µ, σ, λ:
There are two groups of solution for both (11) and (12), where λ > 0 is the one for the minimization case, while λ < 0 is the one for the maximization case.
B.3 Approximately Output the Solutions
Note the solutions in (3) only depend on the one-dimensional constant p a and δ, while (11) and (12) only depend on one-dimensional constantȧ and δ/D. Thus it is possible to train a DNN which input To prepare training data, we sample finite constants and solve the corresponding problem. Then these data are used for training the DNN. Note that we only need to train one DNN for all discrete action space tasks and one DNN for all continuous action space tasks. Besides, we propose another method named TRPPO-Tabluar, which discretize the possible value of constants and compute the optimal clipping range in advance.
TRPPO inherits the design simplicity of PPO. With our proposed acceleration tricks, the optimization time of calculating clipping range can be reduced significantly. In Table 2 , we show the wall-clock time required by TRPPO and PPO to finish benchmark tasks in a modern CPU. Moreover, we demonstrate the result of the neural network accelerating version and tabular accelerating version of TRPPO, notably these two variants can achieve same performance compared to original TRPPO. The result is obtained with the same experiment setup as previous experiments. The experiments are applied on a computer with an Intel i5-7500 CPU, 16GB of memory and a GeForce GTX 1060 GPU.
C Theorem Proof
In this section, we will give theorem proofs. To make it easier to read, we will mention the related notations again.
By solving (1) and (2) for discrete space, we have
− π (a t |s t ) log u δ st,at = δ Theorem 2. For TRPPO in discrete action space, given any δ > 0, we have du δ st,at /dπ (a t |s t ) < 0 and dl δ st,at /dπ (a t |s t ) > 0.
Proof: To be abbreviated, let l = l δ st,at , u = u δ st,at , p = π (a t |s t ). By Eq. (13), we have dl dp
Note that 0 < l < 1, 1 − pl > 0, we have
We obtain dl dp > 0. Similarly, we can get that du dp > 0.
A general form of surrogate objective function of PPO:
Formally, let C = ({l st,at , u st,at , s t , a t , A t } T t=1 , π ) denote the constants in objective function of general PPO. Let Π * C denote the set containing all optimal solutions in maximization problem of Eq. (16) with C. Lemma 1. Π * C = {π|for all t that A t < 0, π(a t |s t ) ≤ π (a t |s t )l st,at ; for all t that A t > 0, π(a t |s t ) ≥ min(π (a t |s t )u st,at , 1)}.
Proof:
We first prove that if a policy π * satisfies the conditions in Π * C , then π * ∈ Π * C . LetL t π (π) = min (r π (s t , a t )A t , clip (r π (s t , a t ), l st,at , u st,at ) A t )). To prove thatL
for any π, we just need to prove thatL
could be rewritten as the following form:
Thus, we haveL
Similarly, if A t > 0, we also haveL
We then prove that if a policy π 0 does not satisfy the conditions in Π * C , then π * is not an optimal solution in maximization problem of Eq. (16) with C.
We can construct a policy π * that satisfy the conditions in the Π * C , We haveL
C is said to be an optimal solution with minimum KL divergence if it satisfies D 
By using the KKT conditions, we can get that
The according KL divergence is
Similarly, if A t > 0, we can get
If A t > 0 and π (a t |s t )u st,at ≤ 1, the according KL is
If A t > 0 and π (a t |s t )u st,at > 1, we have D st KL (π , π * C ) = +∞. Eq. (20) and Eq. (22) have just the same form w.r.t. l st,at and u st,at respectively. In fact, since l st,at ∈ (0, 1) and u st,at ∈ (1, +∞), the monotonicity w.r.t. l st,at and u st,at on these two intervals are different, and we obtain the correlation between clipping range and KL divergence.
If A t > 0 and π (a t |s t )u st,at ≤ 1, by Eq. (22), we have dD dp
We have
Indeed, − log(1 + x) + x > 0 for any x > −1. Thus, we have dD dp > 0.
If A t > 0 and π (a t |s t )u st,at ≤ 1, by Eq. (22), we have
, π )and let π * CPPO denote the corresponding optimal solution by Definition 1. For TRPPO, let C TRPPO = ({l δ st,at , u δ st,at , s t , a t } T t=1 , π ), and let π * CTRPPO denote the corresponding optimal solution by Definition 1. We introduce an empirical version of lower performance bound.
is the estimated performance of π . Assumption 1. A given (s t , a t ) satisfies π (a t |s t ) = max t:At<0 π (at|st) and π (a t |s t ) = max t:At>0 π (at|st). 
D TRPPO-
In this section, we detail a variant of TRPPO, names TRPPO-. Our goal is to make TRPPO and has theoretical maximum KL divergence over all sampled states.
For discrete action space, let p + = max t:At>0 π (a t |s t ), p − = max t:At<0 π (a t |s t ). By Eq. (5), we set δ by
For continuous action space, for PPO, theoretically, it always achieves maximum KL divergence at the sampled action which is the mode of the Gaussian. Our idea is to make the optimal clipping range at the mode of distribution equals the clipping range of PPO. By problem Eq. (10) and (12), we set δ by 
E Additional Experiment
To evaluate the proposed TRPPO on discrete tasks, we use Atari games as a testing environment, so the policies are learned with raw images. We present results on several atari games in Fig. 3 , the blue and orange curves visualize the results using TRPPO-δ and PPO. We set δ = 0.001 for all tasks.
Both TRPPO and PPO adopt exactly same implementations and hyperparameters given in [1] for discrete tasks except that clipping range of TRPPO is computed adaptively according to given δ, and the policy entropy coefficient is 0 but not 0.01 used in PPO. This is because our TRPPO has better exploration property than PPO, so it does not need to add extra entropy regularization.
